
PLEASE NOTE THAT ALL USERS NEED TO READ, TO UNDERSTAND AND TO ACCEPT THIS WAIVER 
INCL. THE DISCLAIMER, BEFORE ADMISSION AND EVALUATION, CAN BE ARRANGED OR 
COUNSELLING CAN BE ALLOWED. 
 
DISCLAIMER STATEMENT for KME-ERI™ APPLICATION, CONSULTATION, AND EVALUATION 
 

1. I am aware that the KME-ERI™ licensee is not a doctor or any other specialist in the field 
of medicine and that the licensee cannot claim to be anyone else other than a 
specialized user of the KME-ERI™ system. 

2. I understand the difference between the practices of allopathic medicine of a non-
medical practitioner/naturopath and a user of the KME-ERI™ system. 

3. I am aware that consultation services provided by a KME-ERI™ licensee have no 
allopathic or medical background. The use of the KME-ERI™ system is only an alternative 
or an additional service to the care and healing practices acknowledged by the local 
administrations. 

4. I am aware that the KME-ERI™ licensee exclusively offers services originating from a 
natural health system by using the ERI™ system for analysis and reduction of stress, 
environmental impacts, and imbalanced processes. I am also aware that these services 
are not recognized by the health authorities (that is, health insurance companies). I am 
aware that the CME specialists do not offer allopathic medication, chemical stimulation 
or preparations, operations or radiotherapies. I am aware that diseases will be neither 
diagnosed nor treated and that only my well-being, my physique and psyche will be 
measured. 

5. I acknowledge that I have requested the consultation of a KME-ERI™ licensee in good 
faith and my own free will. I am aware that my personal data will be stored for further 
records and evaluations but will not be used by the ERI™ licensee at any time without my 
explicit permission. I am aware that the developer of the KME-ERI™ application cannot 
become liable for my usage of the KME-ERI™ system at any time. 

6. I am aware that if services I wish for are not offered by the consultations of the KME-
ERI™ licensee, I will have to seek elsewhere and a recommendation for such services 
cannot be provided. For this moment, I acknowledge that I have approached KME-ERI™ 
in search of consultancy, advice, opinions, feedback, views and/or programs within the 
scope of services provided by the KME-ERI™ licensee, particularly concerning my well-
being and stress reduction. Therefore, I am aware that the KME-ERI™ licensee does not 
assume any liability and I herewith give my approval to execute all required evaluations 
and records. 

 
Disclaimer: A disclaimer, in legal terms, is a declaration which generally confirms that a person or 
a group of persons approving the disclaimer cannot be held liable for incidents due to the usage 
of an object or information which is part of the disclaimer. This action is generally taken for 
reasons of legal protection. In case a person harms himself by abusing the disclaimer, the person 
cannot make a claim or dispute in court that he had not been informed about the potential risks. 


